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Abstract:     The objectives of developing optimum leaf area index dynamic models for 
rape (OLAIDM) was to develop Rape Cultivation Simulation-Optimization-
Decision Making System(Rape-CSODS) , to design its planting , to regulate 
and control its growth and development, and to fulfill its high yield, good 
quality, high benefits and standard production eventually. The OLAIDM were 
developed based on field experiments with 3 cultivars, 6 sowing dates, 2 types 
of plant pattern and 4 sites from 2002 to 2007 in middle and lower valley of 
Yangtze river in China and relative data from references of rape researches, 
employed ideas of R/WCSODS (Rice/Wheat Cultivation Simulation-
Optimization-Decision Making System), and in the same time, the OLAIMR 
and its parameters also were assessed, calibrated and tested. The average 
absolute deviation(de), correlation coefficients(r) and the standard errors of 
their absolute deviation(Sde) of between the observed and simulated values for 
LAI of two cultivars in Wuhan and Nanjing were -0.03~0.1533, 
0.9707~0.9997 and0.1332~0.4032, respectively. 1:1 line of them were in Fig. 
1 to 4. Multi-factors such as the ramification types, cultivars, and light et al. 
were taken into account in this study, therefore, the OLAIDM with general 
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adaptability, clear yield aim, mechanism, and dynamic characteristic can 
simulate optimum LAI dynamic for rape under different sites, cultivars and 
ramification types, and yielding levels. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Rape is one of four main oil crops in the world, whose plant area is about 
14,100,000 ha in general. In the same time, it also is main oil crops in China, 
and its plant area is from 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 ha. 

The crop simulation and the technology of 3S (GPS, GIS, and RS) are 
core and foundation of digital cultivation technique systems (Cao et al., 
2005). The crop simulation technology mainly included the crop growth 
simulation, the optimum models in cultivation, and the simulation-
optimization-decision making. The optimum models in rape cultivation 
mainly included models of the optimum season, population dynamic, seed 
rate, fertilizer rate, and soil water, etc., which ware foundation and goals of 
the simulation-optimization-decision making in rape, and had an important 
significant in promoting digital cultivation and realizing management with 
objective, dynamic, quantitative and optimum.  

In the world, the researches of rape models can be divided into two stages 
obviously, i.e. experiential models as main (70-80’s of 20 century) and 
mechanism models as main (since 90’s of 20 century). In the later stages, 
rape growth and development and ecological system models such as 
EPR95ˈDAR95ˈLINTULüBRASNAPˈCERESˈAPSIMüCanolaˈ
and CECOL etc. were developed by Kiniry et al., Peterson et al., Habekotté, 
Gabrielle et al., Robertson et al., Husson et al.(Kiniry et al.,1995; Peterson et 
al.,1995; Habekotté, 1997; Gabrielle et al.,1998; Robertson et al.,1997; 
Husson et al.,1997), respectively, and they can simulate in real time. 
However, in China, the researches of rape simulation model were not more, 
and Liu Hong et al.(Liu et al., 2004), Liu Qiemei et al.(Liu et al.,2004) set up 
simulation model of rape phenophase etc.. Cao Hongxin et al.(Cao et 
al.,2006) carried out the studies of simulation models of phenophase, leaf 
age, dry matter, leaf area, and ramification numbers.  

The objectives of this study were to establish the OLAIDM based on field 
experiments in Yangtz river middle and lower valley of China. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHEODS 

2.1 Research Methods  

2.2 Referring to references 

The aims were to apprehend and master rape growth and development 
rules and principles of growth regulation and control for rape whole, to 
obtain initial parameters on varieties, soil, climates etc., through referring to 
the references on papers and books of rape physiology, ecology, cultivation 
etc. 

2.3 Development models 

The optimization models of rape cultivation were established based on 
referring to references and apprehending rape growth and development rules 
fully, in terms of rape physiology and ecology principles and optimization 
principles of rape cultivation. 

2.4 Experiments 

In order to decide the parameters of the models and verify the models, the 
field experiments in multi-sites and multi-years were carried out adopting 
different rape cultivar types. 

Experiment 1: Two rape genotypes “No.9 Zhongshuang”(conventional) 
and “No.2 Zhongyouza”(hybrid) were grown in the field from 2002 to 2005 
on Red loam soil near Wuhan(The total nitrogen was at 0.12%, organic 
matter at 2.07%, pH 7.79, and volume weight at 1.50g/cm3 in pre-planting in 
soil), Hubei Province, respectively. The six planting dates included the first 
planting date on 15 September, the other planting date every 7 days each 
year. 12 treatments, 3 replications, and 36 plots with 8m long, 2.5m width 
were included in the experiments. The plots were arranged random. The 
varieties were breed by Institute of Oil Crops Research, China Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences (CAAS). Fertilizing and other field management in 
plots were the same. Nitrogen at 180 kg ha-1, phosphorus at 120 kg ha-1, 
potassium at 180 kg ha-1, and boron at 15 kg ha-1 were incorporated.  

Experiment 2: The rape genotypes “No.16 Ningyou” was grown in the 
field from 2006 to 2007 on Yellow umber soil with higher fertility in pre-
planting in soil in Nanjing, Jiangsu Province. 2 treatments, 3 replications, 
and 6 plots with 3m long, 2.5m width were included in the experiments. The 
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plots were arranged random. The varieties were breed by Institute of 
Economic Crops Research, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences. 
Fertilizing and other field management in plots were the same. 

Phenophase, LAI, the total shoot numbers, biomass, leaf age, leaf 
photosynthesis, plant characters, and meteorological and soil data etc. were 
observed during rape growth or after harvest.  

3. DEVELOPMENT OF MODELS 

The Optimum LAI(OLAI) was basis of forming the optimum pod area 
index (OPAI), if the OLAI had been gotten, the OPAI also was 
gotten(Liu,1987). In terms of definition of the optimum LAI, if light 
intensity of down part leaves of population just equal to compensating light 
intensity for photosynthesis, and the most biomass had been gained, the LAI 
of the population was the OLAI (Wang,1991).  

3.1 The optimum maxmum LAI (OMLAI) at early 
anthesis   

The OMLAI in whole life occurred generally from early anthesis to 
middle anthesis(Ling,2000). The essence of deciding the OMLAI at this 
stage were to realize the optimum accumulation of photosynthesis in 40 days 
around early anthesis. Therefore, according to Monsi equation,�the OLAI in 
this phenophase (LAO) of rape can be expressed as follows: 

    LAO = -˄1/EA˅ln(B ·IbA/ I0A)                         (1) 

The parameter B can be gained using the definition of light compensating 
point for rape and relationships between photosynthesis rate and light 
intensity of single leaf, i.e., the relationships among the gross photosynthesis 
rate(DGP), the respiration rate(DR) and the net photosynthesis rate (DNP)of 
rape in all day can be expressed as follows. When equation (2) was satisfied, 
the LAI closed to the optimum. 

DGP = DR    DNP = DGP – DLR = DDR                  (2) 

When light intensity(I) was enough small, photosynthesis rate for rape 
equals to b·I, the DNP can be computed as follows(wang, 1991). 

DNP = DL·b·IC·B                                                     (3) 

DDR = DAYR + NIR                                                  (4) 
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DAYR = DL· b·IC     ����������������������� (5) 

NIR = (24 ˉ DL)·m·b·IC    �����������������(6) 

m = Q10
- TR /20                                                        (7) 

B = ((24ˉDL)·P���DL)��DL��������������  (8) 

where I0A is the horizontal nature light intensity above the population at 
this phenophase in the local, which equals to product of daily average solar 
radiation by coefficient (C). (B·IbA) is the light intensity of basic part of 
population at this phenophase. EA is the extinction coefficient of population 
in this phenophase. IbA is the compensating light intensity of basic part of 
population at this phenophase. DLR and DDR are the photo respiration rate 
and dark respiration rate, respectively. DL is the daily sunlight length(h). b is 
the parameter of photosynthesis for rape. IC is the instantaneous 
compensating light intensity for rape leaf.  b·IC is the hourly net 
photosynthesis rate�DW�light compensating point. DAYR and NIR are the day 
and night respiration rate for rape.� (24ˉDL) is the dark length(h). m 
represents the ratio of day respiration rate to night respiration rate resulted 
by difference in temperature between day and night, and 75�represents daily 
difference between the maximum temperature� and the minimum 
temperature. Q10 is temperature coefficient of respiration for rape, which 
equals to 2.0(Wang,1991). The formula (1) showed that the OLAI for rape at 
early anthesis can be decided by the following factors: (a) the total radiation 
in 40 days around early anthesis, (b) the local average day length around 
early anthesis, (c) the local average daily difference between the maximum 
temperature�DQG�the minimum temperature around early anthesis, (d) light 
compensation point of rape cultivars, and (e) the plant types of cultivars and 
extinction coefficient, etc.(responsible to yielding levels) .  �

3.2 The OLAI at enlongation   

The principle of estimating the OLAI at this phenophase was that middle 
and down part of population had some extent light distribution when this 
phenophase was occurring the OLAI. Therefore, the OLAI at this 
phenophase, LEO, can expressed as follows.     

LEO = - 1/EE·ln˄B·IbE /I0E˅                                (9) 

where EE is extinction coefficient of population at this phenophase, IbE 
light compensation point of basic part of population at this phenophase and 
I0E horizontal nature light intensity above the population at this phenophase 
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in the local. The formula (9) showed that the OLAI for rape at enlongation 
can be decided by the following factors: (a) the plant types of cultivars and 
extinction coefficient, (b) the local total solar radiation at this phenophase, 
and (c) plant density, etc.   

3.3 The OLAI at ten leaves(LTO) and reviving(LPO)   

They can be computed as follows, respectively. 

LTO = BSO·LTS/10000                                       (10) 

LPO = BSO·LPS/10000                                       (11) 

where BSO is the optimum plant numbers(104·hm-2), and LTS and LPS 
represent the average leaf area per plant (main stem leaf) at ten leaves and 
reviving, respectively. The formula (10) and (11) showed that the optimum 
LAI for rape at the phenophase can be decided by the following factors: (a) 
the optimum basic seedling number, the stem and the first ramification 
number, and the available stem and ramification number, which dealt with 
yielding levels, and (b) the average leaf area per plant at ten leaves and 
reviving, which dealt with yielding levels and growth types of rape.     

3.4 The OLAI at end anthesis (LDO)  

It generally was around 25% that of early anthesis according to 
experiment and reference (Ling,2000). Therefore, it can be computed as 
follows: 

LDO = bA LAO                                                                                (12) 

where bA represents percent of the OLAI at end anthesis accounting for 
that of at early anthesis in a yielding level.   

4. PARAMETER ASSESSING AND CASES OF 
MODEL VERIFYING 

4.1 Parameter Assessing 

The conversion coefficient, C=5007.6ȝmol•S-1•m-2(corresponding to 
1MJ•m2•h-1). 
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The population extinction coefficient: Through mensuration of light 

distribution and reverse deducing, the extinction coefficient of population at 
the enlongation, EE was 0.68, and the extinction coefficient of population at 
the early anthesis, EA was 0.48 at 2400kg/hm2 yield planted in Wuhan area; 
the extinction coefficient of population at the enlongation, EE was 0.55, and 
the extinction coefficient of population at the early anthesis, EA was 0.55 at 
2550kg/hm2 yield planted in Nanjing area.  

The light compensate points of population basis part: (B·ICE) was 
30.943ȝmol•S-1•m-2 at the enlongation, and ICH was 6.872ȝmol•S-1•m-2 at 
2400kg/hm2 yield planted in Wuhan area; (B·ICE) was 30.943ȝmol•S-1•m-2 at 
the enlongation, and ICH was 5.065ȝmol•S-1•m-2 at 2550kg/hm2 yield planted 
in Nanjing area.  

The percent of the OLAI after end anthesis account for that early anthesis: 
bA was 25% around at 2400kg/hm2 yield planted in Wuhan area; bA was 20% 
around at 2550kg/hm2 yield planted in Nanjing area.  �

4.2 The cases of model verification  

The OLAI for “zhongshuang 9” planted in Wuhan and “Ningyou 16” in 
Nanjing area were simulated, which were compared with the observed 
values at the corresponding sites and yielding levers(Fig.1 and 2) using 
meteorological data(the monthly average temperature, the monthly average 
maximum temperature, the monthly average minimum temperature, the 
monthly average precipitation, the monthly average rain days, as well as 
latitude) from Wuhan and Nanjing area, and the corresponding cultivar 
parameters.   

The average absolute deviation(de), correlation coefficients(r) and the 
standard errors of their absolute deviation(Sde) of the observed(Over-year 1.5, 
Enlongation 2.0, Early anthesis 4.75, End anthesis 1.18) and simulated 
values for the OLAI for “zhongshuang 9” in Wuhan were -0.03, 0.9707 and 
0.4032, respectively, and r was significant at 0.05 level(Fig. 1). 

 
Fig.1 Comparison of the observed and the stimulated of the OLAI in Wuhan area at 2400 

kgghm-2 yield for Zhongshuang 9 
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The average absolute deviation(de), correlation coefficients(r) and the 
standard errors of their absolute deviation(Sde) of the observed(Over-year 
2.04, Early anthesis 5.9, Yellow mature 1.02) and simulated values for the 
OLAI for “Ningyou 16” in Nanjing were 0.1533, 0.9997 and 0.1332, 
respectively, and r was significant at 0.05 level(r0.05(1)=0.997)(Fig.2). 

  
Fig.2 Comparison of the observed and the stimulated of the OLAI in Nanjing area at 2550 

kgghm-2 yield for Ningyou 16 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The conventional methods of deciding OLAI in rape cultivation were that 
the OLAI at various phenophase under different areas, cultivars and yielding 
levels were obtained by researches of the relationship between LAI and 
yielding formation, which had important roles in directing rape cultivation 
with high-yielding, good quality and high benefit. However, the method 
lacked of widely utility. This paper developed the OLAIDM according to the 
principle of high-yielding cultivation and optimization and the definition of 
OLAI, which taken in account multi-factors such as cultivars and light, etc., 
can estimate the OLAI dynamic with universal suitability, objective, 
mechanism and dynamic aimed at different areas, cultivars, and yielding 
levels.       

The key factors to assure the OLAI at rape various phenophase under 
different areas, cultivars and yielding levels can be found out theoretically 
through analysis of models developed in this paper. e.g., the area with high 
solar radiation rate and large difference in temperature between day and 
night had larger OLAI dynamic, and in the same area, the OLAI dynamic 
could generally had close range when they had the same yielding levels, 
which had a slightly change in different cultivars. But the OLAI dynamic 
were clearly different in the same area with different yielding levels.          
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The OLAIDM had mechanism of physiology and biology and the 

principles of feedback controlling for yielding levels. But the verification 
data were less, which showed that the models developed in this paper needed 
more verification and continuous perfection.      
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